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Today, within the cryptocurrency world, there is a huge number of different popular 
projects, the main basis and backing of which is their team, the website, and for the 
most part, the belief of the people themselves in this project.


Our team solves an important problem concerning the fundamental basis, in which the 
project will be linked to the real economy in the form of a functioning business with a 
well-developed digital ecosystem. In today's realities of the crypto-world, this sphere is 
just beginning its way of development and we are among the first who plan to make it a 
reality.

Relevance



- The goal of the project is to create an international network under a single brand.


- The mission of the project is to provide customers around the world with a huge range 
different types of goods and services.

Mission and purpose



Sendde is a new generation message board, where absolutely anyone has the 
opportunity to buy, sell, exchange goods or services in various areas activities. 


The company has its origins in Austria with the prospect of developing and selling its 
franchises around the world.


This is a truly unique project, unparalleled by the fact that by market analysis of 
competitors and search for their advantages and disadvantages, the project Sendde 
was able to incorporate the most advanced technologies and innovations to increase 
the comfort of our customers. 


Thanks to the hard work of our talented team we have developed a core range of 
products such as:

Products



Sendde Author Magazine


This product gives our customers the opportunity to develop their skills in the direction 
of social media:


-Writing articles (scientific, news, etc.)


-Video content


-Personal brand


-Business direction


The main and perhaps the key advantage of this product is the monetization of your 
own work. The more author is in demand, the greater the level of potential earnings.



Charity


Sendde's good deeds project is called "Gifted". This project has a great international and social 
significance for us. The main task of this project is to gather a large international community of people, 
who will have the opportunity to become ambassadors of good deeds. Any participant of this project 
can provide on a gratuitous basis:


- Goods (clothes, shoes, furniture, appliances, food, toys, etc.)


- Services (educational, legal, medical, tourist, entertainment, etc.)



Auction 


This direction was created for the purpose of public sale of goods according to 
predetermined rules. For the most part, the main spectrum consists of the following 
goods:


-Art 


-Antiques 


-Collectibles

-Historical rarities



Sale of digital assets


-Video


- Music


-Games


-Game attributes-



NFT service


The first infrastructure for creating and trading NFT with instant and free coinage.



SETC is a proprietary decentralized asset, an investment product of an international 
holding company, based on the TRON blockchain. 


Its main task is to form the basis for the formation of a further range of services and 
products, as well as for optimization as part of the use of the Sendde ecosystem.

Sendde Coin 



The main feature of Sendde Coin is the fact that it is the 
fundamental basis within the operating business, which in turn 
operates in the real economy.


This is a product that serves as a full transparency of trade 
relations between participants and, as a result, leads to an 
increase in trust between them with guaranteed collateral. 

Uniqueness



International network of franchisees around the world 
At the moment there are more than 120 countries

Key features

Official public company 
Large-scale network in various service industries.

Real sector of economy with clean legal foundation 
A functioning business with live financial turnover.

Digital project 
Unparalleled with rapid scalability in all countries



Sendde.com

Ecosystem
SenddePay

SenddeVideo

SenddeMusicSenddeSEO

SenddeAnalytics

SenddeGo

Message Board

Payment system

Video service

Comprehensive SEO management platform

Search service

Web analytics service

Music service



Due to the TRON blockchain, SETC has the most advanced technologies:


High-speed transactions because of DPOS consensus scalability. 


The versatility of the TRC-20 standard ensures low intra-network fees. 


Decentralized, open source ecosystem

Technical part



Smart contract has a total issue of 5,000,000,000.


Total - 100% - 5 000 000 000


1.Team + Advisors + Founders - 51.00%.


2.Community - 25.00 %.


3.Reserve - 10.00 %


4.Liquidity on DEX - 5.00%


5.Staking Pool - 5.00 %

Emission



At the moment our company is negotiating with several popular exchanges for the 
listing of our asset. In the future, the team plans to reach out to a number of other major 
exchanges by capitalization with the purpose of convenience and to meet the needs 
and desires of our clients.

Listing on exchanges 



Sendde intends to conduct its business in full compliance with applicable laws and regulations and with 
the ability to obtain the necessary licenses and permits, if required. Regulatory licenses and/or permits 
are likely to be required in a number of relevant jurisdictions in which activities may be conducted. This 
means that the development and implementation of all of the initiatives described in this white paper is 
not guaranteed. As a result, the initiatives described herein may not be available in certain markets or 
may be prohibited altogether. For the time being, however, our company operates in the Austrian 
jurisdiction in compliance with all laws. This may require a restructuring of the entire Coin ecosystem 
and/or outright unavailability of the desired changes in all or some aspects. In addition, it is expected that 
the development of any initiatives will be done in stages. At certain stages of development, the project 
may rely on relationships with certain licensed third parties. If these entities are no longer properly 
licensed in the relevant jurisdiction, it will affect Sendde's ability to further develop in that country.

Legal regulations



To the maximum extent permitted by applicable laws, rules and regulations, Sendde shall not be liable 
for any indirect, special, incidental, consequential or other damages of any kind arising out of an 
offense, contract or otherwise (including but not limited to loss of income, profits and loss of the ability 
to use the data), arising from or in connection with any acceptance or confidence in this white paper or 
any part of it by users. You are not allowed to transfer this technical document to any jurisdiction where 
this technical document is prohibited or restricted for use.

Without obligations



No representation or warranty has been made to the recipient of this technical document or its 
advisors as to the accuracy or completeness of the information, statements, opinions or matters 
(express or implied) arising out of or derived from this technical document or any omission in this 
document or any other written or oral information or opinions submitted now or in the future by any 
interested party or their advisors. The Sendde Coins presented in this white paper are under 
development and are continually being updated, including but not limited to key control features and 
specifications. If and when Sendde Coins are finalized, they may differ materially from the description 
provided herein.


No representation or warranty is made as to the achievement or reasonableness of any plans, future 
projections or prospects, and nothing in this document is or should be construed as a promise or 
representation regarding the future. Nevertheless, our team will use its best efforts to achieve all of its 
objectives.

Reliability of information



Buying Sendde Coins involves significant risk and can result in the loss of some or all 
of your money. Before purchasing SETC coins, the risks, including those listed in any 
other documents, should be carefully evaluated and taken into account. Buyers 
should purchase Sendde coins only if they fully understand the nature of Sendde 
coins and accept the risks inherent in Sendde coins. Crypto Coins may be susceptible 
to: expropriation and/or theft; hackers or other malicious groups or organizations may 
attempt to interfere with our system/network in various ways, including malware 
attacks, denial of service attacks, consensus attacks, Sybil attacks, smurfing and 
spoofing, which could result in loss of your crypto coins or loss of your ability to 
access or control your crypto coins. In this regard, our team will work to securely store 
funds to prevent unwanted interference

Risk warning



Potential purchasers should independently evaluate the nature 
of the risks involved and their propensity to take them, and 
consult with their advisors before make any decisions.

Security



Contact informa,on: 
Sendde.org – corporate website 
Sendde.com – official website of the product 
t.me/SenddeCoin – telegrams 
twi=er.com/SenddeCoin - twi=er

Thanks for your attention


